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Stress factors in manual di9itizin9
The human digitizer Operator serves three different functions:
-

locator: he moves the pen or cursor to a specific location or
a series of Jocations (line), signallinq to the computer, when
the position is reached; the accuracy is a function of his
combined tactile, motorical and visual abilities;

- discriminator: he selects a specific feature from an assortment of features on the map; he transmits a feature code, implicitly or explicitly, to the computer;
Need for semi-automatic di9itizin9
During the last years much progress has been tllade in automated digitizing of lines and line networks on maps. Precise
drum and flathed scanning devices, laser scanners dnd line followers, in concert with sophisticated pattern recoqnition software, are used to convert the analog map into digital geometry
data, in most cases as orthogonal vectors. The vector data can
subseguently be processed and redrawn as a map.
The considerable costs for hardware and software, however,
restrict the application of automatic digitization technigues
to projects voluminous enough to recover the investments. For
institutions with a medium or small volume of geometric data
acguisition reguirements the semi-automatic digitizer, that
means a digitizer with a cursor manually guided by an operator,
is still (or again) the appropriate way to get the job done.
When I refer to digitizing in the following I mean this technigue.
The advance of microelectronics and the general cost decrease for hardware opened up new application areas with a need
for medium to high accuracy geometric data bases, for example
in Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing (CAD/CAM), electronic circuit layout, and others. In many cases the digitizer is
still a necessary tooJ for the input of geometric data, not onJy
in mapping. The error-free data acquisition is, more than in
cartographic applications, an important profitability factor.
To err is human, and every activity where humans are invoJved is error-prone. Geometrie data acquisition is no exception
from that rule-of-thumb. There is evidence that the number of
errors is highly correlated to the amount of physiological and
psychological stress on the operator. To minimize the error rate
the system designer must reduce the stress, for example by elaborate operator guidance, plausibility control, and other measures ( Jenks, 1981) .

structure builder: he recognizes qeometric structures, e. g.
the structure of a boundary network; he encodes the structure
into a computer-readable format.
At a typical digitizinq workstation the informations including the messages from the computer are exchanged through the
tactile and visual channels. One or two hancls move the cursor;
the eye controls the correct location; the feature code is
transmitted hy pressing a button on a keypacl, input of a textstring on a keyboard, or picking a menu item with the cursor.
The frequent switch from one activity to the other, for
example from Jine following (in most cases with a magnifier) to
menu picking to keyboard operation, causes fatique and suhseguently pain in different parts of the body.
- eye: Jens - frequent focus adaption
muscles - eyeball movement, stereo alignment
iris - light intensity variation
- neck and arm muscles: moving the cursor, turning the hearl
brain: pattern recognition is interrupterl anrl disturhed; resumption of the recognition process costs time and
effort.
Further stress factors such as a noisy or in some otl1er way
hostile environment contribute to fatigue and may increase tlie
error rate.
The question is now how to interact with the romputer antl
minimize the aforementioned prohlems. The answer: unload the
tactile and visual channels by utilizing the normally underemployed acoustical channel for output of messages, operator guidance, input of commands and feature codes.
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In the old days the off-line digitizers indicated the successful coordinate registration hy the noise of the usually med1dnical output cievice. When we installeci a minicomputer-controlled digitizer more than a rlozen years aqo, no audible signal
was issued hy the device. The operator was always uncertain if
and when the digitizer was ready to accept input, or if the coorciinates harl l•een recorded correctly hy the program. Thus the
bell of the terminal was used as receipt signal. During development of an interactive system for acquisition of boundary networks (T~rke, 1976) it became obvious that it would he better to
have more than one signal to indicate the program states, give
receipts for inputs, and draw the operator's attention to error
messages displayed in full an the terminal. A simple "sound
box" was added, with eight different toncs selectable by software.
Fixed vocabulary devices
As usual, the program matured, more features were added,
and we got experience how humans perceive and react an acoustical signals. Ta the surprise of the developer (a gifted amateur
rnusician) most people cannot distinguish eight tones, Jet alone
the ahility to memorize their meanings. Just at that time the
first solid-state, board level devices appeared an the market
whlch were able to speak like a human and had an reasonahle
price taq. They provided a limited vocabulary of understanable
speech with a slight, but tolerable computer accent. The only
board with German vocabulary (from a talking calculator for
blind persons) was interfaced to the minicomputer. The device
was able to articulate the ten numerals, eleven functions nor·mal ly found an a four-species calculator ("plus", "minus",
"clear", "error", etc.), and two beeps. lt was now possible to
read to the operator the numher of the areal unit to he digitized, and to output commands and error codes as spoken words.
Fixed vocabulary devices, early designs als well as new
developments, consist basically of three functional units:
- a memory, in most cases a read-only memory (ROM), where the
vocabulary is stored in digitally encoded form;
- a speech processor which fetches the digital code from the
memory and converts it into analog output;
- an amplifier supposecl to hoost the output voltaries of the
processor to a level sufficient to feed a louds1>eaker.
Several techniques ~o encode and store the spoken words
and, vice-versa, their replay have been developpeol. In the more
recent designs the three functions are integrated in one chip.
These chips are usually cheaper than the necessary interface to
the controlling computer. 1 will spare the technical details
because the fixed vocabulary devices have only a Iimited significance in this context. Modern chips are able to fetch the
speech code from random-access memory (RAM). Their vocabulary is
not restricted to the codes cast into a small ROM. But the encoding of speech is a non-trivial process, which requires spe174
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evident that the fixed vocabulary device is rnit s11ff1rient. W•'
planned to cligitize the huund.1ries of the communit if•S in tl"·
Federal Republic of Germany, at this timf> around 15.000 polygons. The hase maps bear the ncimes nf tl1e rommuniti•'s. llec.1u""
the speech output device provided only numer·a]s (not nurnr•ers),
it would have heen necessary to write R-ciiqit or at least 'idigit area codes into the maps. Besides this error-prone 1•rncedure it is nearly impossihle to memorize a 5-digit co<lc· spukPn
as a sequence of numerals.

Fortunately the advance of electronics hrought us a nPW
class of speech devices, "the phone!ß_o:__synthesizers. Fixed vuc<1l1u
lary devices emanate utterances derived from real speecli s:ored
in compressed form. The synthesizers, as their narn<> says, use a
different approach: they synthesize speech frorn smaller units
called phonemes (1). In most implementations the phonemPs nre
formed by sirnulating the human vocal trdct in elcctrordc circuits by a technique called formant synthesis (Ciarcia, !981).
Theoretically any text in any language can be spoken, but thcre
are some practical restrictions.

Number of phonemes: phonemes are lanquage-dependent, an<l tht•
number of phonemes in just one language is usually !arger th<ln
the number which can he implemented in the device, for econornic
as well as for electronic reasons. A widely used synthesizer
eh i p, the Votrax SC-OlA, prov i des 62 phonemes for ~ he F:nr1 l i sh
language. This is good enough for understandable speech, hut no
good enough to satisfy a linguist. The use of Fnglish phonemes
for a different language, let's say, German, is possible, but
the unit speaks German with a heavy American accent. Newer chip
contain more phonemes, also a few ones for languages other tha11
English, but still not enough to qualify for a career at the
"Züricher Schaupielhaus".

Phoneme transition: "the phonemes cannot be simply stringed tage
ther. They change slightly, depencling an the neighbouring phone
mes. The transition from one phonerne to the other follows certain rules, and these rules must be implemented, at least partly, in the device.

Pitch and inflection: the "typical" computer voice speaks monotonously, that means with uniform pitch and loudness, and no in
flection. To make the speech more "human" variations in pitch
and loudness must be added. Correct accentuation (for words) an
inflection (for sentences) are essential to produce intelligibl
speech. In most devices pitch (frequency) and Joudness can be
varied under program control. But accentuation and inflection
require more than just hardware; this leads us to the next
point.
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In our diqitization project the speech device was supposed
to read the names of the areal units to the operatnr. In contrast to spoken messaqes and commanrls where phonemP strinqs can
be defined anrl iteratively improved in arlvance, th" phonemization of the names must. he rlone in real time. 'l'he tcxt-to-speech
alqorithm analyzes the written text following a set of rules,
and converts it to phoneme sequences, inclurling th" correct accentuation. In case of amhiquities and for natural-sounrlinq inflection a more or less extenderl semantic analysis of the words
anrl sentences is necessary. Not all ambiguities car1 be resolved:
for ambitious applications, for example a reading machine for
blind persons, an extensive exception ward Jist must be maintained and searched durinq translation. Readinq names is both
easier and harder: on one hand context analysis is not necessary, on the other hand the name list is an exception ward list
for itself.

A rather new chip, the 551263 from Silicon Systems, is ahle
to ~ronounce 256 phonemes includinq a few for German and French.
lt allows 4096 pitch variations and some other parameter settings to improve intelligibility. I had no opportunity yet to
listen to this chip, hut a reliable source reports that the
5SI263 delivers the most natural soundinq voice ever heard from
a phoneme synthesizer (Ciarcia, 19R4).

Of course the Japanese don't sleep, hut they seem to have
prohlems with English. Same speech output products have heen announced by Japanese firms, but to my knowlegde failed to he a
hig success. Mainframe and minicomputer suppliers also started
to offer speech output products, for example the "DECtalker"
for DEC PDP-11 and VAX computers. 'l'he sales figures wil 1 show
whether the improved speech quality justifies the considerahly
higher price in comparison to the aforementioned chip-based products.

Speech input
For the most used romanic lanquages - French, Italian, 5panish - the conversion from written text to spoken words is not
too harrl a prohlem. 'l'hese languaqes are written "phonetically",
that means, the number of exceptions from the rules is negligih!e. The qermanic languages are more complicated. From the
languaqes J am familiar with Dutch is on the easy, English on
the hard siile. German lies somewhere in the mirldle.
A widely applied algorithm for English text to speech conversion is the one developed at the US Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) by Elovitz et al (1976). Already a suhset of the NRL
rules suffice to obtain intelliqihle speech; the suhset is small
and fast enough tobe implemented into a R-hit microcomputer
with 8 kbyte ROM (Ciarcia, 19R2). For German similiar algorithms
have heen rlevelopped and implemented (Berry-Rogghe, 1976, Breuer
et al, 1979, Müller, 1981).

Available devices
The pace of progress in speech applications is so fast that
it is hard to keep track with all the new developments. Many
devices on the market will be superceded in a few month's time,
therefore I restrict the overview to the ones which seem the
most important. 'l'he already mentioned SC-OlA chip manufactured
by VOTRAX (62 phonemes, 4 inflection levels) found entrance in
many devices too numerous to be mentioned here. The chip emerged from a series of board level products, some with phonemes
for other lanquages than Enqlish. 'l'he chip costs now about 50
Dollars (if you only buy one), and reducect the cost for speech
output hy a factor of ten. Same devices using the SC-OlA include a complete microcomputer to control the data transfer, to
perform text-to-speech translation and other support functions
(Ciarcia, 1982, VO'l'RAX, 1982).
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Our own case history of man-computer interaction with
speech ends here with the phoneme synthesizers. We digitize
nearly exclusively Jine networks, mostly boundaries, and only
occasionally transportation networks. 'l'he co<le and commancl Input
is done on a small keypad integratecl into the digitizer cursor.
A voice recognition device would he no major improvement, besides the fact that speech input is still approximately ten times
more expensive than output. Rut in all cases where frequent menL
picking and/or keyhoard input must he done the speech Input
should he taken into consideration as a noteworthy alternative.
To make it clear from the heqinning: we are far from red!
speech input or even automatic speech recoqnition. Whi'tt h.'\s
been done until now is a more or less sophisticated souncl pattern recognition. A sound pi'tttern issuerl hy a human spe:iker is
compared aqainst a tahle of stored patterns. Tf a rlefined rlegree of similarity is detected a "true" flaq anct a code number
assigned to the recoqnizect pattern is transmittect to the program. 'l'he manufacturers of the more expensive products cltiim :i
recognition rate of 99%, that means, one out of a huncirPcl trials
to Input a ward fails. The hit rate ctecreases in noisy environments, in case of similiar words in the vocahulary (3), or poor
articulation.
Although a few speaker-indepenrlent devires with very small
vocabulary have heen hui lt the class of clevices we disc1rns herP
are speaker-dependent. The reference pattern (templilte) must hP
established in a "traininq session" where t.he speaker has to input the complete vocabulary. Repeilterl input increases the hit
rate hecause the averc1ging of the templilte improves tiir• chanc<>s
for a successful recoqnition. Most clevices i'tl low upJo„rlinq of
the templates to the computer, and downloi't<linq to the clevice at
a later time. 'l'hus the traininq for a specific speilkPr "'"'Y he
performed only once, ancl not every time the speech input is
used. The up- and downloarlinq Feature can also extend tht> vocilbulary heyoncl the limits of the device.
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The earlier devices had problems in case t.he speaker's
voice changed slightly, when he caught a cold, for example. Improved designs can handle that, and are even ahle to achieve a
limited speaker independence. Nevertheless the devices rely on
a fixed vocabulary which must. be spoken at least once. An Input
device with the versatility of the phoneme synthesizer is still
far from realization, although much high-powered research is underway due to the commercial implications of continuous-speech
recognition, e. g. for voice-actuated typewriters (White, 1984).
Basically the pattern recognition process comprises two
steps. First the sound pattern is converted into digital representation. Most devices perform handpass filtering (2) to obtain
a more detailed description of the pattern. In the second step
the digital model of the input is compared with the reference
pattern. The computations can be done either in the hast computer or in the device by a specialized processor. To achieve acceptahle response time the latter is preferred. Several methods
of pattern correlation have heen developed and implemented
whereof template matching and dynamic programming gained commercial significance (Poulton, 1983). Again I will not plunge too
deep into the details.
The market for speech i nput product.s has not yet matured to
the same level as with the output devices. The voice recognition
chip or chip set as a presupposition for inexpensive devices is
"coming very soon now" for several years. Tbe available board
level products are intended rather for industrial than for consumer use. Very appealing is an add-on board from Interstate
Electronics which converts o DF.C VTlOO terminal into o speech
Input device. lt is to be hoped that the cost reduction by
large-scale integration will act as an incentive for the development of more end-user oriented devices, and the subsequent
·opening of new application fields.
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watchinq = controlling you. Psychologicol treatment would CPrtoinly be an overreoction: o procticol rPmedy is to kPep the
pPrsons oway from thP tolkina ond listeninq computer.
Problems of environment seem to he of minor importance in
comporison. When more than one digitizer workstation is operated in one room the noise interference can he a problem. A headset would he a simple solution, hut the hulky ones used with the
early input devices were very uncomfortahle. Especially female
operators complained that the headset is ruininq their hair.
Lightweight headsets with integrated noise-cancellinq microphones are now availahle to eure the prohlem. Rut keep in mind that
technical complaints often reflect unconscious psychological
problems: see above.

Conclusion
Speech output devices have grown up from a technicol toy to o
rout.ine peripheral available at reasonahle costs. The speech recogn i t i on dev i ces wi 11 fol l ow the same t.rack in the ne •.r fut u rP.
The technical problems of using the acoustical chonnel are solved. Designers of digitizer workstations should use this tPchnology to improve the interact.ion hetween man ond comp•Jter. The
utilization of the acoust.icol channel will reduce the error rate, and provide a hett.er economic base for computer-assisted
mapping in qeneral.

Not es
Human problems with speech interaction
Computer-controlled Input and output of speech has much
greater impact on the acceptance by the users t.han a keyhoard:
the ability to issue ond accept. spoken Information is considered until now as a human privilege. On the other hand it is always fascinatinq to me that during demonst.rotions people not
fomiliar with computers find it usually not astonishinq that a
machine can speak, whereas the computer huffs get excited.
Some people feel uncomfortable to he address~d vocally by
a computer. A psychologist working on the suhject told me a
story from a different opplication field, but with the same psycholoqical prohlem in th« hack<Jround. The cockpit of modern airplanes is eguipped with numerous hells and whist.les to warn the
pilot in case of prohlems or an emergency. An airplane manufacturer replaced some of the hells, on a trial basis, by a speech
output device. To the surprise of the enqineers t.he pilots disliked the verbal outpout so much that they usually switched it
off after a ·while. The manufacturer had no choice hut t.o return
to the bells. The highly-trained elite of pilots felt insulted
by a machi ne whi eh reported probl ems they pretended t.o have percei ved a long time ago. This kind of inferiority complex can be
178

1. The term "phoneme" is not used here in the sense linquists
understand lt. Phonemes cannot be pronounced because they represent a theoretical construct. lt has heen suggested to use the
term "phone" instead (Müller, 1980), but for the sake of compatibility with the existing technical literature, and to avoid
misunderstandings I will stay with "phoneme".
2. The frequency spectrum is electronically divided into several bands with defined widths. Each band is digitized and recorded individually.
3. There are persistent rumours that is still rat.her hard to
discriminate hetween the consonants "b" and "d", even if one
dispenses with the real time constraint.
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